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Abstract

§ Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging and promising technology allowing users to interact with physical items
through network technologies to make daily life convenient. Since there is a widespread of insecure IoT
devices, hackers thrill to exploit them. This paper focuses on IP Camera, one of the most targeted IoT devices
by hackers who can leverage it to get access to the privacy of home dwellers. We demonstrate how
adversaries could compromise these devices through firmware backdooring, describe the potential risks, and
propose some technical solutions along with best practices for consumers' security and safety.

Background & Motivation
§ IP-cameras Market

The global baby monitor market was valued at $897 million in 2016, and
is projected to reach $1.73 billion by 2024, growing at a CAGR of 8.6%
from 2017 to 2024 [1]

§ Cyberattacks on IP cameras

IP cameras have been directly or indirectly targeted by cyberattacks
around world (e.g., In 2016, Mirai backdoor infected many IP cameras
and performed large-scale DDoS attacks) [2]

§ State of Malware (2019)

A recent report identified backdoors as the fourth most common threat
in 2018 [3]

§ Supply chain attack

This attack aims to embed backdoors into devices in the supply chain of
these devices unnoticed by users

Proposed Idea and Methodology

Create and implement a backdoor listening agent to
control an IP camera remotely.
§ Phase 1
ü Identify UART pins (Rx, Tx, GND)
ü Dump the firmware

§ Phase 2

ü Get access to the busybox binary
ü Execute UNIX commands
ü Insert the backdoor into the firmware

§ Phase 3

ü Leverage init.d to execute the backdoor when the
device starts up

Result
§ Establishment of TCP connection to the IP camera
on port 9999 by using “netcat”
§ Root privilege granted (“whoami” => root)
§ Remote control of the IP camera using Bind shell
(e.g., power off the IP camera)

Figure 1. Accessing IP camera through UART communication

Conclusion and Future Work

§ IP-camera firmware is compressed, not encrypted
§ No system to evaluate the integrity of the firmware
when the IP camera is online
§ IP-cameras-users’ safety and security are at risk
§ We will introduce a new approach to detect
backdoors in embedded system firmware
Figure 2. Backdoor execution
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